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Editorial on the Research Topic

Microbiota, nutrition and stress: modulators of immunity

Vertebrate immunity is a complex system that involves a large number of cells of

different organs and intracellular pathways in charge of the protection and maintenance of

the body’s integrity and homeostasis. Inefficient coordinated action and balancing functions

of the complex interplay of the human immune system increase the risk for acute and deadly

infectious diseases, while excessive immune responses may lead to autoimmune disorders

and subsequent morbidity. Unlike other body systems, immunity functioning patterns are

highly individual and genetics only partially defines them. Along with the host immune

system, the microbiota of the host is thought to be pivotal in the maintenance of human

health by affecting energy metabolism, intestinal function, and immune response among

others. In addition, environmental factors such as diet and stress exposures on the one

hand, and intrinsic factors such as age and sex on the other hand, modulate immunity

by altering gene expression patterns within immunity-related cells, shifting their number

in subpopulations and affecting their phenotype and key properties. In the 10 articles

within the current Research Topic, these aspects are considered, creating an opportunity

to have an idea of the factors that determine the functioning of immunity in animals and

humans, respectively.

“It is the start of a new era when people are finally ready to embrace the microbial

world.” This anticipated direction has been truly voiced by the science journalist and Pulitzer

prize winner Yong (1), and the microbial role in the concept of the intestine-immunity axis

is widely accepted today (2). Both animal and human studies confirm the potential role

of gut microbiota in immunomodulation (3). Interestingly, Hou et al. revealed the causal

relationships between gut bacteria and gout, a widespread metabolic disorder, which has a

strong autoimmune potential (4). On the other hand, gut microbiota largely depends on

a diet. Ali et al. report that food rich in dietary fibers positively affects the microbiome

composition in meat geese, which, in turn, induces antimicrobial, antioxidant, and anti-

inflammatory properties of gut barriers. At the same time, according to Mardi et al., a

proper diet in humans enhances patient survival and improves the overall effect of COVID-

19 therapy. Besides dietary fibers and pre- and probiotics, a healthy diet should include

nutrients, namely, essential amino acids, choline, non-saturated fatty acids, carbohydrates,

and vitamins. A diet rich in fat, as well as prolonged fasting, may result in ketoacidosis,

which negatively affects immune system functioning. The mechanism of this impairment
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was recently revealed in the work of He et al., demonstrating that

one of the ketone bodies, namely, β-hydroxybutyrate, enhances

neutrophil adhesion by inhibiting autophagy. In the review of Khan

et al., the anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidative role of methionine,

lysine, and choline is discussed in relation to periparturient

ruminants, while Zhang et al. established the antioxidant capacity

of tryptophan in fish. Surprisingly, in an experimental setting

in mice, the regular consumption of an acidic polysaccharide

extracted from green parts of Chuanminshen violaceum, a Chinese

endemic plant, significantly improved their state of health. Zou

et al. managed to show lowered inflammatory and oxidation indices

in the murine blood. Apparently, like dietary fibers, carbohydrates

primarily benefit healthy gut bacteria, which mediates the positive

effects of CVP-AP-I.

Enzymes’ catalytic properties rely on cofactors, many of

which are either vitamins or metal ions. Munteanu and Schwartz

systemically review the role of vitamins and micronutrients for

proper immunity functioning, discussing in detail the to-date data

on the role of vitamins A, C, and D, as well as cholesterol in the

development of cancer and their therapeutic usage. In addition

to their role as transcription regulators and coenzymes, the fat-

soluble vitamins (A and E), as well as vitamin C, are known

to be a part of the non-enzymatic module of the antioxidant

system in the human body, reducing inflammation processes as

induced by ROS. Hung et al. propose intravenous vitamin C as a

monotherapy to reduce mortality in critically ill patients although

the underlying mechanism and optimal dose, inclusion, and

exclusion criteria remain to be thoroughly elucidated, especially

while other antioxidant therapy mono-approaches, e.g., using

essential trace elements [e.g., selenium (Se)], have not shown the

expected clinical effectiveness in critical care patients (5).

Stress factors do affect and hereby modulate the immune

response effectiveness as a function of the intensity of the

stressors. In the current Research Topic, there is only one

paper by Klos et al. that links the effects of isolation or

confinement as an environmental stress factor and human

immunity. The authors systematically review and summarize the

data on microbiota composition shifts in different human trials

in isolated and confined environments. The results of the study

indicate that internal factors that shaped the microbiota over

time appeared to be the primary drivers of its composition

and function in response to isolation in antigen-deprived

conditions. However, a preliminary trend indicates a decreased

diversity of gut microorganisms in people inhabiting extreme

conditions, which raises concerns about the risk of dysbiosis

and associated diseases, including immunity dysregulation (3).

Additionally, besides microbiota, there is evidence that emotional

stress experienced by people in confinement directly affects

their immune system’s effectiveness. Numerous experiments in

which they model space flight factors, including short-term and

prolonged isolation, demonstrate impaired immunity functioning

(6). In this regard, potential immunologic countermeasures are

being developed to minimize the risks of immune system

dysfunction during space exploration full of different stress

factors (7).

In summary, the results of the abovementioned studies and

the data from the reviews give insight into complex factors

affecting immunity functioning. The studies illustrate well the

interdependence of nutrition, microbiota, and immunity. On the

one hand, the immune homeostasis seems too prone to alterations

due to its susceptibility to various environmental factors. On the

other hand, one may consider the power of little efforts in the

maintenance of a healthy lifestyle to keep immunity in balance.
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